
May 13, 2005.

PROTOCOL 19 BULLETS

1. Dramatic departure from earlier protocols.

2. "Scripting-language protocol". Scripts are
kept in CHIPINFO.DIY file. Expands original idea
of CHIPINFO file greatly.
 
3. Frees programmer firmware space. Pertinent
technical info kept in CHIPINFO.DIY file, delivered
by new application.

4. Allows easy updates for new CHIPs. User can
write his own or special scripts. 

5. No firmware upgrades needed when new devices
are added to CHIPINFO.DIY file.

6. No change in the hardware of the DIP Pic Programmer
itself (the original F628 is all that is needed).

7. Transfer protocol very robust, more reliable than
protocol 18.

8. Uses new MP2 Win32 program instead of MicroPro. No
more "tight matching" of application and programmer 
firmware. Programmer firmware unlikely to change.

K185 Bullets

1. Professional Production Programmer capabilities. Meets specifications
for full parameter testing of PIC devices (see Microchip datasheets).

2. Extremely precise regulation of VDD and VPP output, once set
will hold to 10mV. Adjustable by user in 0.25V increments,
VDD: 2-6V, VPP: 10-14V. VPP and VDD delivers 50mA simultaneously.

2. Completely USB Powered and USB-controlled from standard USB
200mA ports. Can be connected thru extender cable, will accept 
USB 5V as low as 4V. Operates with USB shutdown specs (shuts off
when not being used). NOTE: some laptops with modified USB ports
cannot drive this programmer adequately.

3. Uses new DIY Protocol 19, the "Scripting-language" protocol,
very robust, more reliable than earlier DIY protocols.

4. Will program older PIC16C and newer PIC18F devices, as well
as well-known PIC16F devices.Create your own scripts easily.  
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5. Operates at 57.6KB speed, 4X the normal DIY programmer transfer
speed.

6. Interfaces with Chip Handler, accepting start signal and providing
PASS and FAIL dump commands. All chip handler signalling is variable
width, polarity, so will interface with ANY handler.

7. Autoprogram feature retained, works on ICSP and chiphandler channel
as well.

8. Seperate DIP40 socket adaptor (included) is INSTANTLY replaceable
when worn, ideal for non-stop production lines.

9. Accepts K185B SMT adaptor**, allowing custom sockets for SMT packages,
such as those from Emulation Technology. Ideal for production programming
of PIC16F200 devices. (sold seperately) 

10. Internal Calibration Tables are changeable through formal calibration
procedure to meet ISO calibration standards.
  
11. Rugged mounting capabilities, 4 corners will accept #6 or 3mm
screws. Easy to mount to a tabletop weighted fixture, a test station,
or inside a chip handler.

Scheduled for release in June, 2005.


